PRESS RELEASE

Hellenic Cadastre has made the following announcement:

The Cadastre Survey enters its final stage.

The collection of declarations starts in the islands of Limnos and Lesbos.

The collection of declarations of ownership starts on Monday, July 1, 2019 in areas of R.U. of Limnos and Lesbos in the North Aegean Region. Anyone owing real property in the above areas is invited to submit declarations for their real property either at the Cadastral Survey Office in the region where their real property is located or online at the Cadastre website www.ktimatologio.gr

The deadline for the submission of declarations for these areas, which begins on July 1 of 2019, is October 15 of 2019 for residents of Greece and January 2 of 2020 for expatriates and the Greek State.

Submission of declarations is mandatory. Failure to comply will incur the penalties laid down by law. The areas (pre-Kapodistrias LRAs) where the declarations for real property are collected and the competent offices are shown in detail below:

AREAS AND CADAstral SURVEY OFFICES FOR COLLECTION OF DECLARATIONS

NORTH AEGEAN REGION

1. Regional Unit of Limnos:
The Kallikratis Municipalities of:
A) Limnos
B) Agios Evstratios

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADASTRAL SURVEY OFFICE:
**Myrina:** 8 Pavlou Kountourioti Avenue, Romeikos Gialos, within the settlement of the Municipal Community of Myrina  
**Telephone no:** 22540 22222 - **Fax:** 22540 22600 **E-mail:** limnos@ktimava.gr

**Nikaia of Attica:** 134 Belogianni, **Telephone:** 210 300 1872

**Opening hours:**
Monday from 8:30 AM to 5:30 PM  
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM  
and Wednesday from 8:30 AM to 7:30 PM

---

**2. Regional Unit of Lesbos:**

A) Of the Kallikratis Municipality of Lesbos, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:

AGIA PARASKEVI, AGIASOS, AGRA, AKRASI, AMPELIKOS, ANEMOTIA, ANTISSI, ARGENNOS, ASOMATOS, AFAŁONAS, VASILIKA, VATOUSSI, VRISA, ERESOS, IPPEION, KALLONI, KAPI, KERAMEIA, KLIJO, KOMI, LAMPOU MYLOI, LEPETIMNOS, LISVORI, LOUTROPOLI OF THERMI, MANTAMADOS, MEGALOCHORI, MESOTOPOS, MITHYMNI, MISTEGNA, MYCHOS, NAPI, NEOCHORI, NEES KYDONIES, PALAIOCHORI, PAMFILA, PELOPI, PETRA, PIGI, PLAGIA, PLOMARI, POLICHNITOS, PTEROUNTA, PYRGOI OF THERMI, SIGRI, SKALOCHORI, SKOPELOS, STAVROS, STYPSI, SYKAMINEA, SYKOUNTA, TRYGONAS, YPSILOMETOPO, FILIA and CHIDIRA

**ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADAstral SURVEY OFFICE:**

**Kalloni of Lesbos:** “Maltedaina” District of Kalloni (opposite the Kalloni Health Center).  
**Telephone no:** 22530 24800 - **Fax:** 22530 24801 **E-mail:** lesvos@ktimava.gr

**Nikaia of Attica:** 134 Belogianni, **Telephone:** 210 300 1872

**Opening hours:**
Monday from 8:30 AM to 5:30 PM  
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM  
and Wednesday from 8:30 AM to 7:30 PM